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- THE 475 PANACEA -
  

BOATERS said THEY had SPECIFIC NEEDS.
BOATERS said THEY had SPECIFIC WANTS.

WE said WE HAVE a BOAT for THAT. 
  

Make no mistake. We love a challenge. So when boaters wanted a world-class cruising experience, exquisite entertaining 

capabilities and extensive versatility, we got to work. The result is the 475 Panacea. A sure-footed, wave-crushing, 

remarkably spacious boat. Whether you’re battling a 400lb marlin, diving into the depths below or just out cruising, 

the 475 Panacea is fully equipped for anything and everything you want to do. The accommodations are superbly 

comfortable and luxurious, while the ride instills confidence with unparalleled stability and safety. In other words, the 

475 Panacea is pure elegance with a refreshing dose of versatility built in. Problem solved.



POWER and INNOVATION are at THE HELM. 
Take charge of the seas from an innovative, state-of-the-art helm that features the best ergonomics of its class and an abundance of room for the largest of electronics. An expansive cockpit features rear 
seating, fish boxes and storage lockers. But it’s our signature step hull design that crushes waves and delivers the smoothest, driest, most sure-footed ride you’ve ever experienced, at any speed.



POWER and INNOVATION are at THE HELM. 

Engine configuration can include triples or quads of 
any brand you wish. 

The helm features a state-of-the-art platform for the largest of electronics.

Our patented step hull design ensures an uncomparably 
smooth, stable and dry ride. 

 The full windshield adds ultimate protection 
against the wind and elements.



Your personal 47-foot floating paradise boasts an oversized sunpad and wraparound forward seating that neatly creates a VIP lounge by electronically converting to an alfresco dining area. An area that 
is large enough to entertain 10 passengers. Whether you’re headed to Bimini for brunch, to Costa Rica to battle marlin or off to Capri for some shopping, you’ll do it in style and comfort. 

The ONLY THING you’ll be SURROUNDED by more THAN WATER is COMFORT.  

The aft cockpit can be designed one of three ways. With a cabinet for your needs including a refrigerator, ice maker, sink and       
slide-out cooler; with a fishing station; or it can be equipped with comfortable second row seating.

Wraparound seating elevates comfort while also inspiring conversation among friends and family.

An actuating high/low table lowers to create additional space 
for ultimate lounging.







Pan • a • ce • a [ pan-uh-see-uh ]
a universal solution, answer or remedy or cure-all for all difficulties

-



BELOW DECK features LUXURY ABOVE all OTHERS.
Step below into a vastly superior and lavishly appointed cabin. Here you’ll find a roomy head with a separate shower, vanity and sink, a galley with refrigerator, sink and microwave, high-end         
cabinetry, solid-surface countertops throughout and a spacious V-berth for luxurious accommodations. You and your guests will quickly be feeling right at home wherever you’re cruising to. 

The galley includes solid-surface countertops, 
a refrigerator, microwave and sink.

The roomy head includes a sink with separate shower. The cabin is spacious and stylishly appointed with a high/low electrically actuating cabin V-berth table and adorned with high-end,             
wood-veneered cabinetry throughout.





THE 475 PANACEA. One very POWERFUL ANSWER 
to all of a BOATER’S DESIRES. 
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 1.  Triple- and quad-engine configurations maximize aft cockpit space, as 
opposed to the space lost with traditional inboard applications.

 2.  Standard dual-dive platforms with a single-boarding ladder. This fulfills the 
“means of solo re-boarding,” which is a recommendation of the American 
Boat and Yacht Council. It is a safety essential other builders forego.

 3.  The optional, integrated, folding rear seat is comfortable and convenient. It easily 
folds away and disappears when it’s time to fight some fish in the aft cockpit.

 4.  Mechanical access hatches to all transom rigging, pumps, etc.

 5.  Hull side dive door, an Intrepid trademark, with our latest lift up/
rotate design that doesn’t take up valuable cockpit space while in the 
open position. And, it also allows for easy dockside boarding.

 6.  Fold-out ladder conveniently stows under the cabin sole, and when deployed, it 
allows for easy entry and exit from the water in through the hull-side dive door.

 7.  Access hatch to aft cockpit baitwell/storage.

 8.  Access to foam insulated fish box/storage.

 9.  Access hatch to storage and rigging.

10. Large access to the generator for easy maintenance.

11.  Aft cockpit cabinet designed to your needs. A) Refrigerator/ice maker/grill/
sink/slide-out cooler; B) Fishing station; C) Remove for second-row seating.

12.  From electric bench seats and individual Captain’s chairs to racing bolsters ... we’ve 
got you covered.

13.  The all-new full windshield console gives you maximum protection from wind        
and rain and makes space for even the largest of electronics.

14.  Separate head with shower, solid-surface countertop and storage.

15. Galley with solid-surface countertop, microwave, refrigerator, sink, storage  
and optional electric stovetop.

16. Wraparound cabin seating with an electric hi-lo table that lowers to sit flush 
  with the floor. 

17. Bow thruster access hatch.

18. Multiple position hi-lo hydraulic table. Sits flush with cockpit sole, then becomes         
a filler for the forward seating, then goes to table height.

19. Wraparound forward seating for comfort.

20. To preserve the foredeck’s clean lines, we designed the optional windlass under      
an easily accessible hatch with plenty of storage below for your rode and chain.



INSPIRED DESIGN and ELEVATED PERFORMANCE is in the DETAILS. 

A dive door features a swing-in door and our patented 
fold-out ladder for easy access in and out of the water. 

Beautifully designed non-skid deck and easy entry to a 
luxuriously appointed cabin below. 

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

• Heavy-Duty Aluminum 1/2 Tower 
• Powdercoat Aluminum
• Custom Helm Seat Configurations
• Painted Hull-Sides
• Boot Stripe
• Sheer Stripe
• Accent Stripe
• Painted Engines
• Custom Gelcoat Color (entire boat)
• Cockpit Coaming Bolsters
• Transom Shower (hot and cold)
• Cockpit Lights
• Forward Deck Cushions
• Removable Rear Bench Seating 
• Fiberglass Folding Rear Bench Seat
• Removable Cockpit Table 

• Outriggers
• Re-Circulating Live Baitwell in Cockpit Sole
• Rod Racks Under Gunwales
• Rod Holders in Gunwales
• Hull-Side Dive Door Swing in with Fold-Out 

Ladder
• Bow Thruster 
• Windlass with Remote Foot Switches
• Polished Stainless Steel Claw Anchor
• Rubrail with Stainless Steel Insert
• Ice maker in Cockpit
• Freshwater Washdown in Windlass 

Compartment
• Fresh Water Engine Flush System
• Portlight/Deck Hatch Glass Treatments
• Cockpit Air Conditioning

• Tow Package
• Underwater Hull Lighting
• Teak Decking
• Center Above Deck Transom Live Baitwell     

with Window and Lighting
• 12kW Generator Upgrade
• Gyro Stabilizer
• Stern Thruster

High performance, sheer power and unadulterated 
luxury and fun await aboard the 475 Panacea. 

• Swing-In Dive Door with Fold-Out Ladder
• Dive Platforms
• Tinned Wiring
• Navigation Lights
• Auto Bilge Pumps (4)
• Digital 12V Breaker Panel Control System
• Water Separation Fuel Filters (4)
• Guttered Cockpit Hatches with Self Bailing 

Cockpit
• PVC Foam-Cored, Vacuum-Bagged, Non-

Woven, Multidirectional and Unidirectional 
Fibers—all Hand Laid

• Deck and Springline Cleats
• Integral Motor Bracket
• Non-Skid Deck and Gunwales
• Aluminum Fuel Tanks

• Heavy-Duty Vinyl Rubrail
• Compass
• Trim TabsTM

• Pressurized Fresh Water System
• Insulated Fish box Port Aft with Thru Transom 

Ball Valve and Macerator
• Raw Water Washdown
• Shore Power with Battery Charger
• Folding Swim Ladder
• Stainless Bow Plate with Anchor Chute
• Electric Head
• Large Private Head Compartment with 

Separate Shower
• Galley with Sink and Microwave
• Wood-Veneered Cabinetry
• Electric Hot Water Heater

• Triple Stidd Slimline Low Back Admiral         
Helm Seats with Integrated Footrest and One 
with Electric Up/Down

• Bedspreads and Pillow Shams
• Corian® Countertops
• Overboard Pump Out for Holding Tank
• Cabin Lights with Dimmer Switches
• High/Low Electrically Actuated Cabin      

V-Berth Table
• 5 KW Diesel Generator with Separate                  

25 Gallon Fuel Tank
• Air Conditioning 16,000 BTU Split System
• Electric Stovetop
• Cabin Wood Flooring
• Stainless Blum® Drawers throughout the Cabin
• Cockpit Multi Color LED Lighting

STANDARD FUEL: 550 Gallons   /  BEAM: 13’ 8”  /  LENGTH: 47’ 6” /  WATER: 130 Gallons  



When we sell an Intrepid, that is far from the end of our relationship with our customers. We love to hear from them and get their feedback for one very simple reason. We want them to be happy. Whether 
it’s the day they first step aboard their Intrepid or 10 years later, we go above and beyond to take care of our customers with the level of service they expect from us and will continue to do so. 

INTREPID CUSTOMER SERVICE. As legendary as the boats themselves. 



ONE  OF  A  K IND .  ONE  AT  A  T IME .

805 NE 3rd Street, Dania Beach, Florida 33004  954.922.7544  Fax 954-922-3858  intrepidpowerboats.com

*Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please note: Intrepid reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, 
in design, materials, colors, equipment, prices and to discontinue models. Photographs shown are for illustration purposes only and may 

show items that are optional equipment, special décor or custom ordered.


